Scene 1:

Once upon a time, there was a girl named __________ ____.  [To start, she is looking away from the camera, but she turns, waves, and introduces herself.]

She walks toward us and says, “Want to know a secret?”  Before we have a chance to reply she says, “I have an imaginary pet.  Wanna see?”

[Interactive part of the story]  If we say yes, her imaginary pet _________ appears.  If we say no, she gets a bit huffy, thinks that we are “no fun” and leaves.

Scene 2:

As _______________ was walking through the pine forest one day, she came upon a LichenZenspider.  The LichenZenspider was trying to fly, but was very tired, [camera moves in for a close-up] and discouraged.

[You take the story from here!  What do the characters say and do?]